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Creatini Neighborhood Identity in a Southern City

t,

by

Robert O. fish:sae

Georgia SteteUtiveraity

Within the last several years social scientists have become

increasingly involved in urban research dealing with the process of

nsighbbrhood maintenance and identification (Gans:1979i Fishman znd

Hill:1979; cle and YanoshiklUnd). Work has been done on symbolic

communtties unter:

ical areas to ns

'has been oarrp: out

Southeast.

974), and the relationship of apecific geographi-'

rhood identity. For the most pert, this research

in gortheirn cities with little.emphasis in the

In an earlier Iper Fishman and Hill (1979) begin to develop a

typology of urban neighborhood' for Atleita.

this typology may be useful for understand*

A modified 7ersion of

the concept Of neigh-

borhood in the South.. The first type of neighborhood organization,

and the one that has predominated in all hierarchial levels of neigh-

' borhood development in Atlanta is the racial community, based on a

division of the city into Black and Mite residential areas. A second

type of organisation is based, on measures of social class defined

within the racial framework. A third typeie occupational communities,

usually made,up of rural southern Aigrants,who.maintein their idenqty

through shared patterns of behavior, common heritage, and socios

status.

41.



The next rwd types of neighborhood identity are thWimoat recent )

additions to the southern neighborhood typoloiy and warrant more
_

detailed discussion. The fourth type is the development of comet

minities based on coimon heritage or ethnicity. The fifth type

is the deplopment oi-nelghborhoods As resideential.communitles

.baeed on shared common goals affected by social, economic and

-Tolitical factors.

Historically, neighborhood formation in the South has not
\

paralleled the neighborhood proceis in northeastern cities. Ethnic

identification has been relatively insignificiint in the South. '

Hylank' (und.) has found that 'thistorically Memphis does not have

a neighborhood defined.principaliy by ethnic identification," while

Fiahman and Hill (1979:2) have observed for Atlanta that "ethnic en-

claves have for ihe most part been insignificant in,the formation of

neighborhoods as a result of the South's historically peculiar pol-

icies regarding race, paligion and social climes."
. /

Recently, Atlapia has experienced great change ei a result of

rural-urban migra4on 2 North-South migration, and increased immi-

gration into Atlanta, by Hispanic3 and Asian4 popujetions. The South

wasenot OndUci*0 to the development of ethnic enclaves. Rather

than adapting Orough ethnic neighborhood:, foreign born.ethnics

adapted to t*tity through private,networks (Hill 1975). Atlantans

view all etOnics, regardlesA of national heritage, as being foreign-,

C\ born, and'Cluster them tokether as non-English speakers (Fishman 1979) \

Furthermor_e, those indivi4uals are then categoriied.by race and social,

-class. 3his tr.ditional level of categorization combined with the

4
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,ethnica adaptive measures through self help and personal networks

had the etfect of maintainingthe traditio4al social boundaiies

of the South. The exception to the rule is the development of a.

specific international neighborhood made up of members of slimy

thnic groups and primarily based on social class. Thus, overall,

the status quo based on race and social class is maintained. T

day, the neighborhood concept basikd on functions of inCreasing
4

)levels of shared 'need and interaction among residents of the neigh-

,

borhood, defined primarily on residential and territorial unity,

has becone of major significance.

This paper will deal with the creation of neighborhood identity

based on the dmteraction of the social political and economic fac-

2 .

tors within the framework of the traaifional levels of neighborhoOd

identity in the South. Thig is accomplish1:4through the development
4

of a model that accounts tor neighborhood change occurring-duripg
I

the process of urban revitalisation in downtown At4ta.

A Model of Neighborhood* Chat=

By Viewing the etfinic situation in Atl,ria we see that the eC

pectations of native Atlantans 4ncludit a conscious' effort tow.ard

similation 'on the part of the ethnic community based on race and

ciass. Rather than the creation of ethnic neighborhoods, commu-

ities detvelop in responseNo shared common needs, thus functioning

more a, voluntary associations. 'Individuals relate ,to specific

neiihborhoods as a result of their ability to identify with a par-

ticular set of symbèJs that exemplify the'neighborhood. I believe

;
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that it is the manipUlation of those symbols that changes a neigh-

borhood froth one identity'to another. Thus, fov ethnics it is

tlyi development of an international neighborhood based on simir,

icr 43roblems and.noeds. This salhe process may be applied to othir

components in the urban enlaronment .

'Within a situation-specific temporel framayork, neighborhOode

develop in respOnse to a number of external political and economic

factors, and internal social factors that serve to develop and fix

a neighborhood identify. We can Inew this according to the following

model. A fixed neighborhood undergoing strafe disrupts the stable

identity. This in turn causes the fixed identity to enter a transi-

4

toty stage with less of a shared neighborhood identity. This is

often accompanied by the loss of syMbols that have, in the past, been
\

used to,define that area. Change in the make-u0 of the neighborhood ,

-7,

occurs'through the introduction ,V new syMbols, which are in turn

manipulated and modified, resulting in a new set of shared symbols

7.

and the creation of a new neighborhood identity. (See diagram'below)

A flODEL OF rEICHCORHOOT) CHAMCE

NEIGHBORHOOD
STABILITY

transitory
neighborhood

transitory
eighborhood

d

-NEIGHBORHOOD
DECAY

new f ymbola
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Revitalisatron and Neighborhood Change
111110
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SthnograpIlic and survey research in one intown Atlanta neigh-
.

borhood, Chelsea Park , has led to the development 6f the aiiove

model. Urban renewal has occurred in part in response to a'city.

undergoing rapid urbanisation with a steady increase in population

size, ray a resuleat iural-urben and North-South migration.

Between 1950 and 1979 we see an xpansion from 747,6266 to approx-

%
imately 1,750,000, a 133 increase,. The addItion of so many non-

native born Atlantans is aving a profound affect on the urban

*makeup of.the.cfty, enhanced 11 the.continuing efforts by the city

and state toward the development of an international urbandCehter.

. One of the responses by the cik of Atlanta to the current

changes is the support.of the urban -renewal efforts and as a

catalyst

nifitant
-

to the development of strong.neighborheod units with.sii-
..\

linkages to the Political and social fabric of the city.

Prior to this last decade, the neighborhood had little iignificance

for planning and development, and virtvally no political qv econo-

mic autonomy. Today, the neighborhood has taken on new meaning

with significant pOlitical, social and economic implications. The

BOND organization (Bass Organisation for Neighborhood DevelopAJ,

was created in 1969 is a response to the city's plans to close down

an in-towripublic school. This voluntary Association organized five

in-town areas at a large meeting t6 protest the city's actions.

, After three roarle, BOND orartWA indepundant TwleiLerhnnd organiza..

tions
,

in/these five in-town neighborhoods.

A



This was a trenendous catalyst tattle beginning, of the urban
wir

renewel effort which in turn wee tipported by the city governt

4

and the commetcial and sconomicapaders Who had interests in the

'downtown properties. Furthermore, a hew city charter edacted im,

1973 reqtiired the City Bureau of Planning)to involve citizens in

their planning activities. The bureau was riquired to divide ths

city into geographical units called Neighborhood Planning Units

(NPU) which grouped neighborhoods together for planning puiposes.

The NPU and neighborhood boundaries, set forth by the Bureau of

Planning, were adopted by the Atlanta City Council in 1975.7

Let us begin to look at how economic, political and social

factors begin to redefine the inner eity area by developing and

creating a neighborhood identity. This will.be explored by briefly

discussing these variables within the context of one contemporary
/ .

urban neighborhood, Chelsea Park.

)

As a result of research in,to the neighborhood prOcess in At-
,

lanta tAs author contends that neighborhoods are created, defined,

a maintained through a process that feeds back into both the er-

er14ernal,and'internal factois'that affect urban renewal. The external

factors are political variables such as the Neighborhood Planning
, .

Bureau, Neighborhood Associations, and city govertuient economic

factors indlude the Atlanta Board of Realtors, and strong coMmertial

interests deil.erident on the creation of a stable'intoWn niighborhood

identity, tge intert101 factors-art based on the creation of a cam-

munication system among residents and subcommunities within the neigh-

borhood that serve to redefine the area through the.manipulation of



neighborhood identity, and the.creation of a new set of symbo a

which serv4 to define the De4hborhood.

Interviews with neighborhood retidents, real state personnel,
4

Ngu planners,, and members of neighborhood organisations and,com-

mercial enterprises in

tionshipe between those

Park identity.

e area, allowed me 'to explore the rela-

ponsible for the treation of the Chelsea

Chelsea Park: A6tud 1. U an Renewal

Chelsea Park is a neigh rhood undergoIng,tevitalizatioil in

response to the utban renewal rocess. The area was incorporated as a

town in 1898- twenty years aftet the appearance of a post office,

and annexed to the city in 1909. The arta developed as a rearen-

tit'. community, and was greatly enhanced by a fro1140 ervice that

ran up its main thoroughfare. The park was donated by i'prominent

citizen in 1922 and since then has served as one of the areas focal

points. The current neighborhood name, was taken from the name

the park by the Bureau of.Planning in the early 1970s and is cur:-

rently used by the City of Atlanta, and appears on the Atlanta

neighborhoodi nap designed by the Bureau of Planning in response

to the new city charter. Interviews with long term residents indi-

cate that these boundaiies dcynof always correspond with ther-tra-

ditional perception,of the area, nor ii the name necessarily the

iime. It wae the reeponsibility of the BIlreau of Plannings to

develop boundaries which would terve a. practical function. Today,

the name Chelsea Park has received wide recognition and ls used by
A
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Real Estate people, the Chelsea Park Neighborhood A eociation

(which was started aropnd 1972) and is the official neighborhood

name destgnated by the BOND organisaiion.

The area underwent a long period of urban decay throughout
t

the 19501 and the 1960. 'characterised by neighktrhood deteriora-

tion.due to a number of economdc and political variables, the

development of multiPle housing units from single family homes,

a trend toward renter occupied units, and a reputation as a

neighborhood for,transients and members of the- lower socioecono-

-
mic classee. Furthermore, this previously predominantly White

neighborhood was later characterized as racially mixea. All these

factors accoulted for a reputation as a leha than 4esirtib1e area

for Middle-class inhabitants, and did not onform to the tradi-

tional residence patterns of southerners.

/1 ,

The late 1960s saw-th'e beginning o'f!the urban renewal process in

Atlanta with the revitalization of houesin areas that had not

experienced the same level of urban decay as Chelsea Park. These

relatively atable neighborhoods, located north and northwest of

t.
Chelsea Park, characterized by Larger and more expensive homes,

began to revitalize first. These may be perceived as the primary

areas of urban .renewal. Considered by imrchasers to be relatively

stable, these primary areas became pdpular among young professional,

white collar, middle class peoples who replaced older residents

sharing similar krarues.. At this early stage of urban renewal, 'Mel-
.

sea Park was not considered a stable, residential area, and did not

attract this middle class group.

10
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Another group of younger more radical community members per-

ceiving themselves as "urban pioneers"8, !man to move Ihto the,

Chelsea Park area looking, according to one informant,

to live,in the inner city. (Our) liege was it's
real nice to be a mixed economic and mixed racial
area, and to stabilise at this level.

These urban pioneers espoused the desire to live in a mixed

community and began to be perceived by outsiders as radicals, ad-

venturous folks and artistic types. They began to actively reno-

vate their homes and property, some setting up commercial enter-

prises in the delapidated storefronts on the main thoroughfare.

These included woodwork'shops, used

operative and a tavern cooperative.

urban pioneers.

clothing stores, a food co...

This in turn attracted more

.Thus, we hiVe two distinct phases of urban renewal. One, the

primary phase, the replacement of senior citizens by younger popu-

lations in relatively ,stable inner city areas, and, two, a secon-

dary phase, a more ridical mArment into non-stable inner city

it
areas by individuals who did not neceeearily share _thi value sys-

tams of the primary urban renewal group.

The primary urban renewal efforts proved to be quite'success-

fill. Due to the limited nuiber of homes available in these areas,'

'the homes qUickly enhanced in value. These 'individuals who could

have at one time afforded houses in the primary Urban renewal areas

were closed out due to changing,economic circumstancestnd A lack

of availability.of the older homes. Thus, the revitalization effort

began to shift toward other urban areas.

11
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Chelsea Park.,beciuse.ofAiweimilar, although speller and

less preptigious housing, began to.attriCt some
,*

of these buyers

I Vi
who are more adventurous and willing to take a chance on4 not

yet revitalised area. Real witate personnel quickly seised on

the idea as economically-advantageous and began to sell the Chel-

sea Park arse,4bestowing the values noimally illsociated with the'

primary urban renewal areas on this location. Accoiding to one

real estate informant:

This area is improving. A lot'of the poorer
families see the value (of sellin10.

When questioned on what do you sell when you sell Chelsea Park,

one real estate Oormant put it.this way:
t

. .We sellotteam a, When.you can see some of.
,theee houies befote land after, its like going _Apd
into anothtr worldk. People have the yision.
People want something they don make beautilul.

AP
On the changes in the 'kind of people. moving in, this same infor-

mant replied:

Well, less of the urban pioneer mystique, you
'know '(todayJit is.) buy an old house, fix it up
aud hope everybody elee would do the same - Before -

it was different. More of an urban pioneer mentility.
Fiye years agb people were taking chances, now they
don't. . Now it's a,eolid eConomic investment.

Envisioning Chelsea Park as the potential non-conforming(

racially mixed haven for children of the 1960s, espousing the
0

liberal values.pf that time period, today the urban pioneer feels

_

that the area seemsto be changing,,representing instead.the values
,

of the primary renewai area. Rental units are being bOught out bY
l

private owners and tin-fled-back into single family dwellings. As a

. t2

,



.result, the Population 4, decreasing, and she overall Makeup of
, .

Chelsea Park is beginning to reflect thei*Ses of the\nmw resi-

dent'. According to one neighborhood ormant, the tivitekiza-

tion effort is:

V.

turning out a primarily Aivalachian subcultUre
commUnity who usid to live theta, wio originally
lived in I.P. (an early revitalized neigh )

and..;mhen I.P. boarding 'houses closedllown, t ey
mbved ialto Chelsea Perk. -Add., now that-Chelsea
Park,haebeen bro ght up, / don't, know where they
are moving. Prob bly G.P. (another intown neigh-
borhOod beginningj the urban renewal process) or
other 'areas, wherever the rental property is in
the city..

.

_

the eatl ion of.a racially and sociallY`iixed nei

borhood, is a pattern somewhat alieirto the traditional order of

thee South. Berly urban pioneersteparsenting a different value

system, werenot a signiIicant enough group to control and create

the neighborhood identity,they wanted. Other more powe!ul facz-

tars, ea'pecially the economic ones, began to take over. According

to one informant:

, If you want to maintain the mixed racial area...there
needs to be an attraction of middle income-middle
class Blacks on a peei level with the White renova-
tions coming ,in-end that's not occurring. 'heals
at the same level are moving into Black renovated
areas of the city, so there's no mix.

The traditional racial segregation common to the South is thus.

maintained.

In summary, so far what Me. see s the .beginning of a revitali!.

tation proceis started byHa group of individuals who chose an aria

that exemplified 446borhood values not ofien available in the

Bouth..'These include racial and social heterogeneity and a mixed

13 _



social clAss. At the same timaithit those.early piöneers bagger

to move into the area 'the city, undergoing rapid change an4.:16.

sIeetion ti'f a new_city charter created artificial neighboriinod

boundaries, thus beginning to create a basis for a statae neigh!.

borhood identlty. The neighborhood, a result of,changing econo-

mic conditiciii4 a widening housing market intthe inner city,

begins to attract a new kind -of urban renovator:--This-in'turn

iO
is iruickly seized on by real:estate personnel who see the econo-

,

sac advantages of the areavilind in turn :o4legin to sell the image

to an expanding market. 7
4

The Now Neighborhood Image

The creation Polf a new image icir a neighborhood is dependent
4

on the manipulation and creation of symbols that are accoptabl

to a more homogeneous population. The kind of person who now mo es

to Chelsea Park views himself as a ital ply of the current trend

toward urban renewal.

Chelsea Park is beginning to take onlOhe appearance (4\a well

groOme4, 4italised urban neighbortrod. New reoidents are seeking

an economically stable neighborhood, and desire to see their lower

elass neighbors replaced by more young people who share a similar

economdc status. More 'and more yodng professionals are moving in,

and the houses have increased in value,assuring that this trend con-

tinues. One neighborhood resident of two years discussd the nature

of the area sayingt

1 4
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EverY kind of person lives hire. One of the
things I like_abbut it (akelsoa Pari). It

is trying hardrto become White middle class

like P

This kind of sentiment is often expressed by the new residents.

Anothor.resident saysi

think its goingNulphill an4"iflping.
like that...

Most new riiidints are buy14 iiit the area because they ;

like the new spirit associated w h the area, and the restoration

process going on in the intown ne ghborhoods. Most ff these recent

neighborhood reeidonts also reflect a more white collar professional

t,ius. Another significant and often mentioned reason associated

with moving to Chelsea park is exemplified by one informant who,had

"wed to this area less than six months ago.',She said:

Chelsea Park was i14ividualt$tic, yet a community
spirit'. There are lots of artists, bright young
professionals in the midst of a great deal of
poverty.

She also discussed the Bohemian quality of ChAlsea Park, Whough.

she was attracted to Cheliei by its early urba pioneer mystique:

she thinks that the area will lose iti economic mix, whick she

1'
then qualified by saying "On one level I won't like this."

The older more permanent residents of Chelsea Park are be-

ginning to recognise and relate to the neighborhood change. One

resident of 20 years saidi

A

16

When we came to look at this house, our first iur
pression was privacy, trees. "Today, it is a place
of recreation for young people, a nice place to
live.

5
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. Many of the older residents ere still concrned with the ,

racial heterogeneityk. Yet, for the most part the neighborhood .

is regaining an image of a quiet., mialle clads residential comr

=unity, the values currently espoused by the Chelsea Park Neigh-

borhood Organisation thiti reflects the changing values of the

neighborhood residents.

Conclusion

The procd4s of neighborhood change can be accounted for by

the model expounded upon earlier. Political, economic and, social

factors act as catalysts for neighborhood change by helping deve- .

lop a framework for".the new symbols that arefreplacing the old

symbols of traditional intown neighborhoods.' The creation of a
AN.

new neighborhood identity which.includes economic stability may

be the eventual outcome for the Chelsea Park area.

Communities are formed according to a number of varied sti-

hat serve to expound on the image most soUght'out by ex-

ponenta of the more powerful political, economic and social fac-

tions of the city. Some of these are based on traditional

southern-levels of integration inclUding race and scicial class.

In part, the new image may be treated by meMbers outside the resi-

dential communt6 but'are dependent. on the acceptance of the image

by old and new residente. Even more than first acceptance, efforts

may be made to sell the image by controlling the economic.political

And social variables, is is in part accomplished by creating

Ioryanisations thai vial t these' basic values with which the com-

j
munity will eventually identify.
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2. Foi.a discuision of muralwarban migration to-KeLaniMit'sse
Hefner, James A., "Push-Pull Determinants of Southern
Black and Whit. Migrants to a Southorn Map Laborliarket e
In Prise: Phylon.

)

3. The major Hispanic groups in Atlanta include Cuban an1 d

Mexicap4eoples, although all other groups are also I...pre-

sented.

4. The major Asian popuiations are Japanese, Thai. and Chines.,

with soma Vietnamese.

5. Chelsup Bark is a pseudonym for a neighborhood in Northeast
Atlanta.undirgoing urban renewal.

6. From "1977%Population and housing", prepared by Atlanta
Regional Commission 1977:8.

7. This inforaietion comes from a City Bureau of Planning draft

for a NPU Summary.

8. This term is.used by Chelsea Park residents when referring to
early ur ban 'renovator .
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